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SUMMARY: Recent values of the spectral lines Stark widths (calculated and
measured since 1988) for multiply ionized atoms of the second period of the Peri-
odic system (C, N, O), have been compared to the values previously predicted by us.
These were found from the established regularities of the Stark widths along carbon,
nitrogen and oxygen isonuclear sequences for 3s-3p and 3p-3d types of transitions.
The new data fit favourably in with the established trends along the mentioned se-
quences, allowing thus to predict further the Stark width values for O VII ionization
states, that have not been calculated or measured before, but are of a considerable
astrophysical interest.

1. INTRODUCTION

Extensive studies of the sta atmospheres (ef-
fective temperature ≈ 103 – 105 K) on the basis of
the shape and position of spectral lines emitted by
atomic or ionic emitters, have reinforced an effort to
develop a fast and reliable method to find the Stark
widths of spectral lines. Since the Stark broaden-
ing is the principal pressure broadening mechanism
in plasmas width 1022 – 1027 m−3 electron concen-
tration (Dimitrijević, 1989), on the basis of Stark
HWHM (half-width at half intensity maximum, w)
values it is possible to obtain the other basic param-
eters e.g. electron temperature (T) and density (N),
important in the modelling of the star atmospheres.

The simplest way to estimate the values of w
is to use established regularities of w along the isonu-
clear (Djeniže et al. 1988, 1990, 1992a; Purić et al.

1988a,b) sequences for a given type of quantum tran-
sition. For the case of elements from second period
of the Periodic system, that have large abundance
in the atmospheres of hot stars (like: carbon, ni-
trogen and oxygen), the simple trend has been es-
tablished from experimental and theoretical w data
for spectral lines from ionic spectra C II – O II, in-
cluding as a highest ionized state; C IV, N V and
O V obtained for various plasmas with the electron
temperature not exceeding 60 000 K (see Purić et
al. 1988b and references therein). In the meantime,
since 1988, the results of new experiments have been
published with plasmas of higher electron temper-
ature (≈ 500 000 K). The theoretical calculations
have also been performed on the basis of various
models, for ionized states up to O VI (Seaton, 1988;
Dimitrijević and Sahal-Bréchot, 1992b; Alexiou and
Ralchenko, 1994a).
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The main objective of this study is to com-
pare the recent experimental and theoretical Stark
HWHM results with the values that follow from pre-
viously established regularities and, on that basis, to
predict the w values for highly ionized O VII atom,
not measured or calculated before, for temperatures
of the order of 105 K.

2. REGULARITIES

On the basis of the existing experimental and
theoretical results of a Stark HWHM (w) of the spec-
tral lines from a carbon, nitrogen and oxygen isonu-
clear sequences (C II, C II, C IV; N II, N III, N IV,
N V; O II, O III, O IV, OV) it was found (Djeniže
et al. 1988, 1990, 1992a; Purić et al. 1988b) that
simple analitical relationship exists between w and
corresponding upper-level ionization potential (I) of
a particular spectral line for the same type of the
transitions. The found relationship, normalized to a
N = 1 × 1023 m−3 electron density, is of a form:

w = az2T−1/2I−b (rad/s) . (1)
The upper-level ionization potential I (in eV) and
the net core charge z (z = 1, 2, 3,... for neutral,
singly, doubly,... ionized atoms, respectively) specify
the emitting ions, while the electron temperature T
(in K) characterizes the assembly. The coefficients a
and b are independent of I, z and T .

In the case of the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen
isonuclear sequences the following form was found for
the 3s-3p transition (Djeniže et al. 1988; Purić et al.
1988b):

wC = 1.42 × 1014 z2T−1/2 I−1.34 (rad/s) (2)

wN = 3.60 × 1013 z2T−1/2 I−1.05 (rad/s) (3)

wO = 6.60 × 1013 z2T−1/2 I−1.15 (rad/s) , (4)

while in the case of 3p-3d transitions the found equa-
tions was expressed as (Djeniže et al. 1988; 1990):

wC = 2.51 × 1014 z2T−1/2 I−1.67 (rad/s) (5)

wN = 1.28 × 1014 z2T−1/2 I−1.58 (rad/s) (6)

wO = 1.50 × 1014 z2T−1/2 I−1.52 (rad/s) . (7)

On the basis of Eq. (2-7) it was possible to predict
w values for the spectral lines from the higher ion-
ized states, like N IV, N V, O IV, O V and O VI,
not measured or calculated before. These predictions
were summarized in Djeniže et al. (1990). In the
meantime, since 1988, the results of the w, obtained

from high temperature plasmas (up to 500 000 K)
performed at Ruhr University in Bochum (FR Ger-
many) have been published that include highly ion-
ized states (C IV, N V and O VI). Stark HWHM val-
ues have been measured, also, for spectral lines of C
II (Perez et al. 1991), C IV (Glenzer et al. 1992), N
II (Djeniže et al. 1992b), N III (Blagojević, 1995), N
V (Glenzer et al. 1992), O II (Djeniže et al. 1991),
O IV (Glenzer et al. 1994; Blagojević, 1995) and
O VI (Glenzer et al. 1992). Along with these ex-
perimental measurements extensive theoretical cal-
culations have been undertaken by Dimitrijević and
Sahal-Bréchot for multicharged ions of astrophysical
interest. They have reached the O VI ion, calculating
Stark width values on the basis of semiclassical per-
turbation formalism (Sahal-Bréchot, 1969a, 1969b)
for up to 1 000 000 K electron temperature. Calcu-
lations by Seaton (1988) on the basis of quantum me-
chanical approach treated O VI spectral lines. The
semiclassical approximation has been used, also, by

Fig. 1. Reduced Stark HWHM (wT 1/2/z2 in rad
K1/2/s) vs inverse value of the upper-level ioniza-
tion potential for 3s-3p transition array for carbon
isonuclear sequence at N = 1 × 1023 m−3 electron
density. (——), predicted values by Djeniže et al.
(1988); •, Perez et al. (1991); �, Glenzer et al.
(1992); +, Dimitrijević and Sahal-Bréchot (1991); ×
and *, Alexiou and Ralchenko (1994b) for weak and
strong collision widths, respectively; ◦, Dimitrijević
(1993a); ⊗, Dimitrijević (1993b).
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Fig. 2a and 2b Reduced Stark HWHM (wT 1/2/z2 in rad K1/2/s) vs inverse value of the upper-level
ionization potential for: a) 3s-3p transition and b) 3p-3d transition array for nitrogen isonuclear sequences
at N = 1 × 1023 m−3 electron density. (——), predicted values by Purić et al. (1988b); •, Djeniže et al.
(1992b); ◦, Blagojević (1995); �, Glenzer et al. (1992); × and *, Alexiou and Ralchenko (1994) for weak and
strong collision widths, respectively; ⊕, Dimitrijević (1993a), , Glenzer et al. (1994). (– – –), redefined
regularities.

Alexiou and Ralchenko (1994a), in the case of weak
and strong collision approximations for C IV, N V
and O VI ions (3s-3p transitions).

In Figures 1-3 we present graphically (in log-
log scale) reduced Stark widths (wT 1/2z−2 in rad
K1/2/s) vs inverse value of the upper-level ionization
potential fo carbon (Fig. 1), nitrogen (Fig. 2a, 2b)
and oxygen (Fig. 3a, 3b) isonuclear sequences. The
full line are predicted values on the basis of previ-
ously established regularities (Eqs. (2-7)), while the
experimental andcalculated values are given by var-
ious symbols.

3. DISCUSSION

A) Carbon isonuclear sequence

Recent experimental data are concerned ma-
inly with spectral lines of 3s-3p type. Results of
Perez et al. (1991) for C II lines are, on the average,
for 27% smaller, while the results of Glenzer et al.
(1992) for C IV lines are 21% higher than those pre-

dicted by us. Theoretical predictions of Dimitrijević
et al. (1991) and Alexiou and Ralchenko (1994) are
for 38% and 21%, respectively, above our predicted
values for C IV. At the same time, results obtained
by Alexiou and Ralchenko (1994b) on the basis of
strong collision approximation lie 46% below our w
value. Theoretical values obtained by Dimitrijević
(1993a, 1993b) for C V are, on the average, only 9%
above the value predicted by us. On this basis one
can conclude that also recent, both theoretical and
experimental Stark HWHM values, within the limits
of experimental error and reliability of the theoret-
ical model, confirm existence of the regularity of w
along carbon isonuclear sequence and it analytical
form given by Eq. (2). The only appreciable dis-
agreement is found for C IV ion lines broadening
calculated on the basis of strong collision approxi-
mation (Alexiou and Ralchenko 1994a).

The only recent value of w for 3p-3d type of
transition exists only for C IV ion. Values calculated
by Dimitrijević et al. (1991) are as much as 80%
larger than predicted on the basis of the regularity
expressed by the Eq. (5). Repeated measurements of
Stark HWHM values for C II, C III and C IV would
be of great importance for confirmation of Eq. (5).
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Fig. 3a and 3b Reduced Stark HWHM (wT 1/2/z2 in rad K1/2/s) vs inverse value of the upper-level
ionization potential for: a) 3s-3p transition and b) 3p-3d transition array for nitrogen isonuclear sequences
at N = 1 × 1023 m−3 electron density. (——), predicted values by Purić et al. (1988b); •, Djeniže et al.
(1991); ◦, Blagojević et al. (1994); +, Dimitrijević and Sahal-Bréchot (1994); �, Glenzer et al. (1992);
, Glenzer et al. (1994); × and *, Alexiou and Ralchenko (1994b) for weak and strong collision widths,

respectively; ⊕, Seaton (1988); and �, Dimitrijević and Sahal-Bréchot (1992b).

B) Nitrogen isonuclear sequence

Experimental values of Stark widths published
recently for 3s-3p transition in N II, N III and N V
ions are higher by 35% than predicted. The largest
discrepancy is found for N III line (Glenzer et al.
1994). Recent theoretical data for N V line (Dimitri-
jević and Sahal-Bréchot, 1992a; Alexiou and Ralche-
nko, 1994b) are also higher than predicted. They are
mutually consistent and in good agreement with the
experimental value of Glenzer et al. (1992). Stark
HWHM values for N V calculated on the basis of
strong collision model (Alexiou and Ralchenko,
1994a) are smaller than those predicted by the trend
(similar to the values for carbon and oxygen). Value
for N VI calculated by Dimitrijević (1993a) is in
much better agreement with the predicted, the dif-
ference ammounts only to 14%. On the basis of
the mentioned facts one can conclude that the es-
tablished regularities of Stark HWHM values along
the nitrogen isonuclear sequence are supported also
by the recent experimental and theoretical results.
However, these values suggest the neccessity of cor-

rection of coefficients a and b appearing in the Eq.
(1). This also requires, in the first place, some adi-
tional measurements of Stark widths for N III spec-
tral lines. It should be pointed out that the results
published before 1988, that were used to formulate
Eq. (3), show an appreciable scatter, especially for
N II, N III and N IV lines. The new coefficients in
the Eq. (3) are: a = 5.01 × 1013 and b = 1.05 and
results reduced Stark HWHM dependence presented
with dashed line in the Fig. 2a.

For the case of spectral lines from 3p-3d transi-
tions, the agreement between experimental values (N
II: Djeniže et al. 1992b; NIII: Glenzer et al. 1994 and
Blagojević, 1995) and the values that follow from Eq.
(6) is satisfactory (within 12%). Theoretical data of
Dimitrijević (1993a) for N IV line are 50% above pre-
dicted, while for N V line (Dimitrijević and Sahal-
Bréchot, 1992a) theoretical model gives 1.4 times
higher value. Although a general agreement of Stark
HWHM values for 3p-3d transition with the trend
given by Eq. (1) is found, for evaluation of constants
in Eq. (6) new experimental results for w values for
N IV and N V ions would be neccessary.
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C) Oxygen isonuclear sequence

Experimental and theoretical Stark HWHM
values published recently for 3s-3p transitions in O
IV, O V and O VI ions are in a good agreement with
the values predicted by Eq. (4). This, on the other
hand, improves reliability of further predicted values.
Furthermore, the agreement within 30% of experi-
mental and theoretical w values for 3p-3d transitions
with the predictions on the basis of Eq. (7) justifies
the existence of Stark width values regularities along
the oxygen isonuclear sequence.

On the basis of established regularities for 3s-
3p and 3p-3d transitions given by Eqs. (4) and (7),
respectively, we have evaluated Stark HWHM values
for O VII spectrum (Bashkin and Stoner, 1975) for
electron temperature at which this ion is expected to
exist. Results are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Predicted Stark FWHM (2w) values for O
VII spectral lines at an N = 1 × 1023 m−3 electron
density and given temperature (T ) using Eqs. (4)
and (7).

Emitt. Transition λ(nm) T (105 K) 2w(nm)

O VII 3s3S-3p3Po 517.87 0.5 0.009±25%

3p3Po-3d3D 1161.44 0.5 0.021±25%

4. CONCLUSION

On the basis of experimental and theoretical
values published after 1988, previously found regu-
larities of the Stark HWHM values have been con-
firmed for isonuclear sequence of carbon, nitrogen
and oxygen for transitions of 3s-3p and 3p-3d type.
The agreement is satisfactory for isonuclear sequence
of carbon (3s-3p transition) and for both types of
transitions of oxygen. On the basis of such confirmed
trends for oxygen we have estimated (from Eq. (4)
and (7)) Stark HWHM values for spectral lines from
O VII spectrum that have not yet been found exper-
imentally or theoretically.

Recent values of Stark HWHM for the spectral
lines from 3s-3p transitions in N II, N III and N V
ions spectra are in general higher than previously
predicted. This suggests neccessity of redefinition of
a and b coefficients in Eq. (3). However, paralel
with this, one would require new measurements of w
values for spectral lines from N III and N IV spectra.
Also, in order to reconsider the form of Eq. (4) for
3p-3d transitions, there will be neccessary some new
experimental values for spectral lines from N IV and
N V spectra.

It should be pointed out that the most exsten-
sive theoretical calculations were performed by Dim-

itrijević (1993a, 1993b) and Dimitrijević and Sahal-
Bréchot (1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1994). Results of this
calculations for 3s-3p transitions are in reasonable
good agreement with our predicted values for: C IV,
C V, O IV, O V and O VI spectral lines and also for
3p-3d transitions in N VI, O IV and O V. On the
average the agreement is within 28%. This may be
taken as satisfactory owing to certain limitations of
the theory and reliability of predictions.
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REGULARNOSTI XTARKOVIH XIRINA DU� IZONUKLEARNIH NIZOVA
UGǈENIKA, AZOTA I KISEONIKA

S. �eni�e i J. Labat

Fiziqki fakultet Univerziteta u Beogradu, P. fah 368, 11001 Beograd, Jugoslavija

UDK 52–355.3
Originalni nauqni rad

Postoje�e vrednosti Xtarkovih xirina
spektralnih linija (raqunatih i merenih od
1988. god.) iz spektara visoko jonizovanih
atoma iz drugog perioda periodnog sistema
elemenata (C, N, O) upore�ene su sa naxim
ranije predvi�enim vrednostima koje su na�e-
ne na osnovu utvr�enih regularnosti Xtark-

ovih xirina du� izonuklearnih nizova ugǉe-
nika, azota i kiseonika za prelaze tipa 3s-3p
i 3p-3d. Novi podaci potvr�uju utvr�ene reg-
ularnosti du� imenovanih nizova, na osnovu
kojih je, zatim, omogu�eno nala�eǌe Xtarko-
vih xirina spektralnih linija iz spektra O
VII koje su od interesa za astrofiziku, a koje
do sada nisu merene ili raqunate.
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